AS  YOU LIKE  IT
ulrict.
The general comic view of
life is reflected throughout the
whole play, and forms the
foundation and platform upon
which the action moves....
The motives which set the
whole in motion are merely
chance, the unintentional en-
counter of persons and inci-
dents, and the freaks, caprices
and humours, the sentiments,
feelings and emotions, to
which the various personages
recklessly give way in what
they do and leave undone. No-
where does the representation
treat of conscious plans,
definite resolves, decided aims
and objects; nowhere do we
find preconsidered or, in fact,
deeper, motives proceeding
from the inmost nature of the
characters. The characters
themselves, even though clearly
and correctly delineated, are
generally drawn in light,
hurried outlines, but are full
of life, gay and bold in action,
and quick in decision 5 they
appear, as already said, either
inconstant, variable, going
from one extreme to the other,
or possess such a vast amount
of imagination, sensitiveness,
and love for what is romantic
and adventurous that their
conduct, to a prosaic mind, can
only appear thoughtless, capri-
cious and arbitrary; and such
a mind would be inclined to
call them all fools, oddities,
and fantastic creatures.
 gervinits.
The sweetest salve in
misery, so runs *the golden
legacy* of the Novel, is pati*-
ence, and the only medicine
for want is contentment. Mis-
fortune is to be defied with
equanimity, and our lot be met
with resignation. Hence, both
the women and Orlando mock
at Fortune, and disregard her
power. All the three principal
figures (or, including Oliver,
four) have this fate in common,
that to all their external mis-
fortunes, to banishment and to
poverty, there is added a new
evil (for so it is regarded) love.
Even this they strive to en-
counter with the same weapons,
with control and with modera-
tion, not yielding too much,
not seeking too much, with
more regard to virtue and
nature than to wealth and
position, just as Rosalind
chooses the inferior (nachgebo~
rene) Orlando, and just as
Oliver chooses the shepherdess
Celia. It is in reference to this
that the pair of pastoral lovers
are brought into contrast;
Silvius loves too ardently,
while Phebe loves too pru-
dishly. If this moral reflection
be expressed in a word, it is
Self-control, Equanimity, Se-
renity in outward sorrow and
inward suffering, whereof we
here may learn the price. That
this thought lies at the core
of Shakespeare's comedy is
scarcely at the first glance
conceivable, so wholly is every
reflection eliminated, so com-
pletely is there, in the lightest
and freest play of the action

